DICOMREADER

READING PORTABLE DICOM MEDIA INTO ANY PACS

VERSION 6.0

INSERT IT,
IMPORT IT,
VIEW IT

DICOMReader

ACHIEVING THE HIGHEST
COMPATIBILITY
DICOMReader can automatically read in virtually any medical imaging data, including
various proprietary formats, DICOM dialects and even future DICOM formats.
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information

DICOMReader FEATURES
		

		

IMPORT

COMPATIBILITY

▪▪
▪▪
▪▪
▪▪
▪▪

Easy import of virtually any patient CD/ DVD/ USB media into any PACS

▪▪

Support of virtually all decompressions, e.g. JPEG-LS (NEW!), lossless JPEG

▪▪
▪▪

Blu-ray (NEW!), CD/DVD and USB media detection
Completely automatic media scan or manual scan of directories
Suppression of Autoplay for other content on the media
Minimization of DICOMReader to the system tray for optimized use of the
display

and JPEG 2000, lossless RLE compressed encoding and fully automatic
compression
Manual assignment of own accession numbers and IDs to read-in exams
for reliable retrieval
Option to send DICOM data without changing transfer syntax (NEW!)

		

		

		

WORKFLOW

SECURITY/PRIVACY

Features for accelerating the HIS/RIS workflow:

▪▪

Rule creation for automatically transmitting images to an unlimited num-

▪▪
▪▪
▪▪
▪▪
▪▪

Database to store media imports/exports

ber of DICOM destinations
Persistent history of import jobs
Adaptation of patient demographics at different levels
Alteration of study date and time (also for PACS and worklist queries)
Possible assignment of same accession number to all studies of a particular patient on a medium

▪▪
▪▪

Configurable log system for all actions
Optional anonymization of DICOM patient data for usage in multi-center
studies

		

LICENSING

▪▪

Single (PC-based) or concurrent (floating user)(NEW!) licenses

		

LANGUAGES

▪▪
▪▪

English, German, Spanish, Japanese (others in preparation)

▪▪

CE

		

CERTIFICATION

Worldwide character set support (including Unicode)

DICOMReader PRO FEATURES
IN ADDITION TO DICOMReader FEATURES

		

		

		

IMPORT

WORKFLOW

SECURITY/PRIVACY

Easy import of external patient CD/DVD media by:

▪▪

Intuitive tree-based selection of patients, studies, series, or images for easy
import of external patient media

Features for accelerating the HIS/RIS workflow:

▪▪
▪▪

Assignment of exam and patient data by Worklist or PACS query

▪▪
▪▪
▪▪

Verification of patient data with existing PACS data while importing

Rule-based automatic modification of DICOM tags

Consistent documentation of all applied changes in DICOM tags
Legal disclaimer for external data optionally burned onto each image or
added as the first image of a series
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DICOMReader SCREENSHOTS

OUR PRODUCTS
FOR YOUR

IMAGING NEEDS
iQ-SYSTEM PACS

Full featured, reliable and affordable PACS

iQ-RIS

Smooth radiology information system

MED-TAB

Superior portable image analysis
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